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SUMMARY 
Six strains of side-oats grama obtained from different sources were 
grown in field experiments to evaluate their adaptation to mid-latitude 
conditions and to discover their suitability for seed increase as varie-
ties. T h eir r esponses to photoperiod were also determined under con-
trolled greenho use conditions to aid interpretation o f field results. 
Only adapted varieties of side-oats grama should be planted in the 
latitude of the Central Plains. Northern strains moved southward are 
low in production, whereas winter hardiness is a critical factor in the 
choice of southern varieties or strains. Two Nebraska strains and one 
Oklahoma str ain were found to be adapted in parts o f the Central 
Plains. 
Butte (Nebraska 37) a nd North Dakota 97 exhibited typical growth 
and r eproduction as long-day plants. T hey were relatively earlier in 
m aturity than more southern stra ins and were winter h ard y. Butte was 
found best adapted for sites low in soil moisture or fertility in the 
northern central Plains, wh ereas North Dakota 97 was too low in 
production. Only Butte and T railway (Nebraska 52) survived win ter 
conditions in Nebraska, Wyoming, and Da kota comparisons with 
strains of more southern origin. 
T railway and El R eno received an intermedia te classifica tion as to 
photoperiocl and adaptation, since short days inhib ited and long clays 
retarded their inflorescence development. T hey produced good forage 
yields and utilized most o f the growing season in the mid-latitudes. 
Trailway is a productive, leafy, winter-hardy variety with forage char-
acteristics intermediate between northern and sou them types. It was 
found adapted for fo rage production in pure stands and mixtures on 
good soils with favorable moisture conditions in eastern and sou thern 
parts o f the region. El Reno was winter susceptible in the Nebraska 
comparisons, but gave good resu lts in the Kansas trials. 
In photoperiod studies, Oklahoma Tucson and New Mexico 
Vaughn (A-3603) ini t iated the reproductive phase in shorter clays than 
other varieties with which they were compared. In field studies, they 
flowered earlier in the summer than the varieties of the centra l group, 
but continued comparable growth throughout the summer. Such va-
rieties and strains from southern sources were winter susceptible in all 
northern comparisons. 
Yields of seed spikes and pure live seed of side-oats grama were 
increased with a moderate applica tion of nitrogen (30 lbs. of N per 
acre), but high er rates fail ed to give signifi cant additional yields under 
non-irrigated conditio ns. Effects of phosphorus were negligible in 
these tests. Caryopses were larger when more nitrogen was applied 
under favorable moisture conditions but applying nitrogen decreased 
quality and seed set with limited moisture. Moderate, timely irrigation 
improved the yield of spikes and the quality of caryopses. 
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Caryopses of side-oats grama of good quality may be described as 
varying from 550,000 to 750,000 per pound, based on average perform-
ance of Trailway and Butte in two years. Average quality of the two 
varieties in a season favorable to seed production on non-irrigated land 
was approximately 600,000 per pound . As commercial seed is com-
posed of a mixture of whole and broken seed spikes, yields were calcu-
lated on the basis of pure live seed produced per acre. A suitable rate 
of planting was illustrated on the basis of average caryopses quality 
assuming 191 ,000 seed units per pound containing viable caryopses. 
On this basis a selected rate of planting of 4½ pounds of pure live 
seed per acre would plant 20 viable seed units per square foot. 
Side-oats grama grows well in mixtures with other warm-season 
grasses to produce maximum forage for summer use. It is an important 
component of mixtures to be planted on fine-textured , upland soils 
(or conservation and forage. 
Side-Oats Grama in the Central Great Plains' 
L. C. Newell, R. D. Staten, 
E. B. Jackson, and E. C. Conard2 
INTRODUCTION 
Side-oats grama, Bouteloua curtipendula (Michx.) Torr., is a warm-
season grass distributed widely in the native grasslands of continental 
United States. It has long been considered a valuable forage grass. Its 
habit of growth and favorable seed-producing qualities have suggested 
its suitability for domestication as a pasture crop. 
Investigations which contributed to the domestication of side-oats 
grama were conducted at the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion in a 12-year period, 1948 to l 960. Field trials were carried on to 
evaluate forage and seed yields of selected strains and varieties from 
1 Cooperative investigations of th e Nebraska Agricultura l Experiment Station 
and the Crops R esea rch Division , Agricultural Research Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. 
2 L. C. Newell is Professor of Agronomy, University of Nebraska , and Research 
Agronomist, Crops R esearch Division , Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Depart-
men t of Agriculture , in charge of grass breeding and improvement at the Nebraska 
Experiment Station. 
E. C. Conard is Associate Professor of Agronomy in charge of pasture investiga-
tions at the Nebraska Experiment Station. 
R. D. Staten and E. B. Jackson were formerly graduate R esea rch Assistants in 
Agronomy at the University of Nebraska. Dr. Staten is Associate Professorof Agron-
omy, Department of Soil and Crop Sciences, Texas A. and M . College, College 
Station , Texas; Dr. Jackson is Assistant Agronomist, Yuma Branch Station, University 
of Arizona at Yuma, Arizona. 
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different regions. The photoperiodic responses of these strains were 
studied under controlled conditions to develop possible explanations 
of differences in strain adaptation. Two varieties were developed for 
use in the latitudes of the Central Plains region as a result of these 
investigations. Studies were initiated also to determine suitable cul-
tural methods for stand establishment and utilization and for the 
production of seed of the adapted varieties. The purposes of this 
bulletin are to present the results of these experiments and to recom-
mend practices for production and use of side-oats grama. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
Side-oats grama is one of the native grasses noted by forage investi-
gators in western states at an early elate. Lyon and Hitchcock (13) 
reported favorably on the first experimental planting of side-oats 
grama by the Nebraska Experiment Station in l 897. Hay yields of 
two and four tons per acre were reported for the first two seasons 
of production from this planting. From another planting made in 
1900 seed crops were obtained on August 21 and October 16, l 90 I. 
They considered this grass very promising for the dry regions of 
Nebraska, where as a native plant it was excellent for pasture and 
promised well for hay. T hey suggested that side-oats grama would be 
most useful in mixtures with other grasses. 
Experimental or practical developments from these early studies 
did not materialize until mid-century. This was because there was an 
abundance of unplowed native grasslands in the early period and 
attention was focused on the development of cash crops. The droughts 
of the l 930's changed this viewpoint and interest in adapted native 
grasses was revived. H arvests of large quantities of grass seed from 
native stands has become the common practice in recent years of 
favorable seed set. 
Fults (4) studied the chromosome complements of side-oats grama 
plants from 32 seed sources in the central and southern Great Plains. 
He classified and described five biotypes. Chromosome numbers were 
hexaploid and near-hexaploid complements of 42 and 40 chromo-
somes, but the biotypes were not found to have distinctly characteristic 
chromosome number or morphology. 
Olmstead (16) working with several species of Bouteloua, reported 
that side-oats grama was sensitive to photoperiod. Garner and Allard 
(7) first announced the discovery of the principle of photoperioclism 
in l 920. Since then, numerous investigators have studied the effect of 
the relative lengths of day and night on initiation of sexual reproduc-
tion in many kinds of plants. 
Garner (5) classified plants into three groups according to their 
photoperiodic response with reference to flowering and fruiting. Re-
productive activity in a short-clay plant is expressed in a relatively 
short photoperiod, while a long-day plant responds with heading and 
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flowering in a relatively long photoperiod. Short-day plants flower 
and fruit through a range of day lengths up to, but not above, a certain 
maximum known as their critical photoperiod, while long-day plants 
reproduce through a range of photoperiods down to, but not below, 
their critical photoperiod. 
Photoperiodic classification of plants depends on whether the crit-
ical photoperiocl marks the lower or upper limit of clay length con-
ducive to reproductive activity. Plants which flower readily in either 
a long or short photoperiocl are designated as day-neutral and have no 
critical photoperiocl. 
Evans and Allard (3), working with timothy, Phleum pratense L., 
showed that marked differences frequently exist in the critical photo-
periods of otherwise closely related varieties. They stated that in any 
locality earliness or lateness of different strains is almost entirely de-
pendent upon the response of the strains to photoperiocl. 
Larsen and Olmstead (12) grew strains of little bluestem, Andro-
pogon scoparius Michx., ranging in source from Texas to North 
Dakota and from Montana to Connecticut, under controlled green-
house conditions. The photoperiodic responses of these strains indi-
cated that those of northern origin are long-day types, while the 
southern strains are either intermediate in response or short-day types. 
Plant growth and development commonly is influenced by tempera-
ture in association with the effects of photoperiocl. According to Garner 
(6), light requirements of a plant may be modified by differences in 
temperature. 
Allard and Evans (I), studying the photoperioclic responses of sev-
eral species of grasses, concluded that the different responses repre-
sented inherent strain differences. 
Purvis (19) and McKinney and Sando (14) found that winter and 
spring cereals have very definite light and temperature requirements. 
The early stage of flower development in winter cereals is delayed by 
long clays but subsequent development is favored Spring cereals re-
spond favorably at all stages to long clays. Vernalization of winter 
cereals, however, causes them to respond like the spring types with 
regard to day-length. 
Steinberg and Garner (21) reported a definite change in critical 
photoperiod for early, medium, and late maturing varieties of soybeans 
with slight changes in temperature treatment. 
Roberts and Struckmeyer (20) stated that the effects of other en-
vironmental factors as well as temperature indicated that blossoming 
results directly from the nature of the internal condition of the plant 
rather than from any specific external environment. 
Olmstead (17, 18) found that strains of side-oats grama from north-
ern latitudes were essentially long-day plants, and strains from south-
ern Texas and southern Arizona consisted almost entirely of short-day 
plants; whereas certain Oklahoma and New Mexico strains contained 
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plants which showed more diversity of response to short or inter-
mediate critical photoperiods. 
Harlan (9) reported that growth habit, leaf and stem characters, 
etc., found in variable populations of side-oats grama can be shifted 
toward a desired plant type and fixed to a reasonable degree in a few 
generations of selection. 
DESCRIPTION OF STRAINS AND VARIETIES 
Experiments with side-oats grama from widely different origins 
were conducted in the greenhouse and in field plots during the period 
I 948 to l 955. Sources of the strains ranged from North Dakota to 
Oklahoma and New Mexico. Brief descriptions of origin of these 
plant materials are presented to aid in the interpretation of the early 
comparisons. 
North Dakota 97 resulted from a bulk field collection made in 
l 934 near Mandan, N. D. Seed was furnished for the experimental 
studies by George A. Rogler from a rod-row increase made at the 
Northern Great Plains Field Station. This material was only one gen-
eration removed from the original, and one of the better accessions 
for conditions prevailing in North Dakota. 
Nebraska 37 and Nebraska 52 were developed at the Nebraska Ex-
periment Station in cooperation with the Agricultural Research Serv-
ice and the Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture. 
Nebraska 37 is representative of the best endemic strains of side-oats 
grama found throughout central and northern Nebraska. This strain 
was produced from a composite of two high yielding collections made 
in Holt and Platte Counties by the Soil Conservation Service. It was 
released cooperatively in 1958 for seed production and certification 
under the variety name of Butte. 
Nebraska 52 was produced by selection and recombination within 
a naturally occurring hybrid population found in northern Nebraska. 
The original collection was made by L. C. Newell along an old wagon 
trail northwest of O 'Neill, Nebr. Selection in subsequent generations 
grown in nurseries at Lincoln, Nebr., was directed toward improved 
leafiness, late maturity, and rust resistance. After six generations of 
selection, Nebraska 52 exhibits a vegetative growth that is character-
istic of side-oats grama obtained from much farther south than Ne-
braska. Nebraska 52 was released cooperatively in 1958 by the Nebraska 
Station for seed production and certification as the variety Trailway. 
The variety El Reno originated from an old field near El Reno, 
Okla. Seed was harvested from this field by B. F. Kiltz of the Nursery 
Division of the Soil Conservation Service and was increased at Man-
hattan, Kan. In 1937, the Oklahoma Experiment Station at Stillwater 
received seed of El Reno side-oats grama from the Manhattan nur-
series. The variety has been used throughout central and western 
Oklahoma and in Kansas for range and pasture seedings. 
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New Mexico A-3603 was obtained for these studies from C . G . 
Marshall of the Soil Conservation Service nursery a t Albuquerque, 
N. M . This stra in was originall y collected near Vaughn, N . M . It h as 
been used for ra nge reseeding throughout U tah, Colorado, a nd the 
northern h alf of New Mexico and Arizona . It is used under the varie ty 
name Vaughn. 
Oklahoma T ucson r esulted from selection of the bes t plants in a 
n ursery of Arizona Tucson, grown at Stillwa ter , Okla. I t is a varie ty 
rep roduced b y apomixis (8) . The original collection of T ucson was 
made by C. R . P roctor near Douglas, Ari z., in 1935. It was grown in a 
nursery a t T u cson , Ariz. , under the number A-2405 and la ter sen t to 
Woodward Okla ., by way of the Soil Conserva tion N ursery a t Lincoln, 
Nebr. 
COMPARISONS IN CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENTS 
Greenho use experimen ts were conducted at Lincoln to study va-
rietal responses of side-oa ts grama to differen t photoperiods. Since 
reaction to pho to periocl is a critical factor in adapta tio n, it is desir-
a ble to know the environmental fac tors which activa te the reproduc-
t ive phase, and to be able to control the fac tors responsible for the 
prod uct ion of a m aximum number of flo wers and an adequa te pollen 
suppl y. Preliminary tests, on locally adapted clonal m aterial, indicated 
tha t a 16-hour photoperiocl and temperatures of 75° to 85° F . fa vored 
flower p roductio n on these plants. 
Two experiments were conducted to compare the development of 
the se, eral variet ies grown under n a tural short clays with their devel-
o pment under da ily pho to periods of J 6 h ours. 
Seedl ings were grown in four-gallon crock wa ter-coolers filled with 
sand. The crocks were drained from the bottom through approximately 
three inches o f gravel. Plants were wa tered d aily with one pint of 
nutrien t solution per crock and crocks were flu sh ed occas ionally with 
tap wa ter to remo, e excess salts. 
T he nutrient solutions were m ade with technical grade salts a nd 
commercial fertili zers. Separa te stock solutions of the following fou r 
salts were m a inta ined . 
Salt 
Ammonium nitra te (32% N ) 
Treble superphospha te (42% 
Potassium sulfate (N- free) 
Magnesium sul fa te (N-free) 
Grad e 
Fe rtili zer 
Fertilizer 
T echnica l 
T echnical 
Grams 
per liter 
32 
IO 
20 
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Pl ants were wa tered with a solutio n composed of 10 cc. of each 
stock solution per liter of ta p water. The fertili zers were considered to 
con tain sufficien t mino r elem ents for the growth and development of 
side-oats grama. 
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Light was controlled with black sateen curtains arranged between 
the natural and l 6-hour photoperiod treatments. The long photo-
period of 16 hours was obta ined by the use of 200-watt incandescent 
bulbs in large reflectors arranged approximately three feet apart and 
operated automatically to extend the natural photoperiod . 
Varietal Responses to Increasing Photoperiod 
Seed of five strains of side-oats grama was planted on December 11 , 
1948, and IO seedlings of each strain were transplanted into each of 6 
crocks of sand on .January I , I 949. Three replicates of these plants were 
then placed under each of two photoperiod treatments, a naturally 
increasing day and a continuous 16-hour photoperiod. 
The varieties were classified, according to origin and their responses 
to short days, into three rather distinct groups. These groups were 
northern, including North Dakota 97 and Nebraska 37 (Butte); central, 
composed of Nebraska 52 (Trailway) and El Reno, and southwestern, 
represented by New Mexico A-3603 (Vaughn). 
Relationships among the five varieties, with regard to height of 
leaves and height of flowering culms are presented in Table l. The 
northern group grew little under conditions of short days and pro-
duced few flowering culms during the short period in which they were 
Table !.-Average top-growrh characteristics of five varieties of side-oats grama 
grown in sand cul tures and subjected to different greenhouse phot.operiod treat-
ments, January I to June 1, 1949." 
Variety 
I 
Height Total FIO\\·ering 
and source Photoperiod Leaves Flowering culms culrns culms 
In . In . No. No. 
North Dakota 97 Naturalb 8 14 204 8 
16-hour 14 42 221 79 
Nebraska 37 Natura l 12 18 223 13 
(Butte) 16-hour 21 50 294 77 
Nebraska 52 Natura l 19 34 336 44 
(Trai lwa y) 16-hour 25 50 298 88 
Oklahoma Natural 19 35 270 49 
El Reno 16-hour 26 46 236 45 
New Mexico Natural 23 42 480 J(lj 
A-3603 (Vaughn) 16-hour 25 52 413 165 
Mean squares from ana lyses of variance. ' 
Source of Variation D.F. M.S. M.S. M. S. t\f.S. 
Varieties (V) 4 179"" 336"" 49842"" 9 l03"" 
Ph otoperiods (P) 1 288"" 2803 ... 750 16521"" 
VxP 4 ]4•• 158 ... 4442 1342 
Error 20 2 11 2562 553 
a Averages of three replications o( 10 plants each . 
b The natural photopcriod was the normal short day which increased during the period of growth. 
c The double asterisk indicates F va lues which exceed the I per cent level of significance. 
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exposed to long spring days in the natural photoperiocl treatment. 
The southwestern strains grew relatively well under the short days 
and reproduced much ahead of other types. The other two varieties 
were intermediate in growth and reproductive responses under these 
conditions (Figure l ). The leaves of the central group were 7 to 11 
inches taller and the leaves of the New Mexico strain were 12 to 16 
inches taller than the two northern varieties. Similarly, the flowering 
culms of the central group were 16 to 20 inches taller and the culms 
of the New Mexico strain were 24 to 28 inches taller than the northern 
group. In general, the more southern the variety the greater the num-
ber of tillers and Rowers produced under the natural, increasing photo-
periocl. 
The growth responses of all varieties were improved by the 16-hour 
photoperiod (Figures 2 and 3). Differences among varieties in their 
responses to the longer photoperiod were varied, but the same general 
relationships among the northern and southern varieties were appar-
ent. The greatest contrast between treatments was shown by the 
northern varieties which responded markedly to the 16-hour photo-
Figure 1.-Characteristic growth of side-oats grama grown in sand cultures with the 
natural increasing photoperiod from January l to June I. Left to right: New 
Mexico A-3603 (Vaughn), El Reno, Nebraska 52 (Trailway), Nebraska 37 (Butte), 
and North Dakota 97. 
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Figure 2.-Characteristic growth o[ side-oats grama grown with a continuous 16-hour 
photoperiod, January I to June 1. Left to right: North Dakota 97, Nebraska 37 
(Butte), Nebraska 52 (Trailway), El Reno, and New Mexico A-3603 (Vaughn). 
Figure 3.-Growth responses of side-oats grama subjected to naturally increasing 
short photoperiod compared with responses under a 16-hour photoperiod, Janu-
ary 1 to June I, 1949. Two crocks o f seedlings for each variety occur together: 
left, the 16-hour photoperiod and right, the natural photoperiod. Left to right: 
New Mexico A-3603 (Vaughn), Nebraska 52 (Trailway), and North Dakota 97, 
representing southwestern, cenlral, and northern regions of ada ptation in the 
Great Plains. 
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period in both vegetative and reproductive growth, whereas long days 
retard eel other varieties in total nurn ber of cul ms produced (Table I). 
The average yields of dry matter and the relationships between 
top growth and associated root development are given in Table 2. 
Plants of side-oats grama from the northern sources produced smaller 
yields of both to ps and roots than the more southern varieties, under 
naturally increasing clay-lengths. With the extension of the natural 
clays to a J 6-hour photoperiocl, forage and root yields were increased . 
Top-root ratios, however, proved to be wider with artificially long 
clays than with the natural clays. 
North Dakota 97 and Nebraska 37 produced smaller yields of forage 
than the more southern varieties Nebraska 52, El Reno, and New 
Mexico A-3603 not only produced larger yields of tops but also pro-
duced more roots than the northern varieties. However, the relation-
ship of the amo unt of top growth to that of roots was markedly 
different for each variety. 
North Dakota 97 and Nebraska 37 had relatively narrow top-root 
ratios of 2.00 and l .88, respectively. These ratios and the wider ratios 
of 3. 16 and 3. 12 for Nebraska 52 and EI R eno represent the extremes 
in top-root relationships. New Mexico A-3603 had an intermediate 
ratio of 2.53 , indicating a good balance between roots and tops under 
the short-day treatment. The development of the above-ground portion 
of the plants of the central group increased at a more rapid rate than 
their root systems when subjected to the long photoperiocl. Thus their 
Table 2.-Yields o[ tops in grams and top-root ratios of five varieties of side-oats 
grama grown in sand cultures and subjected to different greenhouse photo-
periods, January I to June 1, 1949.' 
Varie t y Green Dry Top.Root 
and source Photoperio d \Ve ight W e ight Ratio Tops Tops 
l\"orth Dakota !J7 Naturalh 39 10 2.00 
I 6-hour 189 58 2.76 
l\"ebraska 37 Natural 105 27 1.88 
(Butte) 16-hour 32 1 102 3.11 
l\"ebraska 52 Natural 272 69 3.16 
(Traihva y) 16-hour 452 134 3.94 
Oklah oma Natural 231 59 3.12 
El Reno 16-hour 379 107 4.22 
New Mexico Natura l 256 69 2.53 
A-3603 (Vaughn ) 16-hour 448 151 3.62 
Mean squares from a nalyses of variance.• 
Source of Variation D.F. M.S. M.S. M.S. 
Yarieti es (\/) 4 66092** 5592** 2.09° 
Photoperiods (P) I 235845 ** 30556° 7 .34° 
\' X p 4 1227 351 .09 
Error 20 3251 545 .32 
3 Averages of three replication s of l O plants each . 
b The natural photope ri od was the normal shor t day which increased during the period of growth . 
c The d o ub le aster isk indicates F ,·al ues w hi ch exceed the I per cent level of signifi ca nce. 
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top-root ratios are even wider than described for the shorter photo-
period. 
Characteristic flowering responses of the side-oa ts grama in the 
narnral, increasing photo period and in the continuous 16-ho ur photo-
period are contrasted in Table 3. T heir characteristic flowering re-
sponses indicate the large d ifferences among these strains, which have 
evolved in widely different environments. 
New :Mexico A-3603, when subjected to the short photoperiod of 
winter and early spring, required only 87 days from date of seeding 
to date of first flower formation. El Reno and Nebraska 52 required 96 
and 120 days to flower, while Nebraska 37 and North Dakota 97 re-
quired 159 and 164 days, respectively. As the source of these strains 
became progressively more northern, it took a greater number of days 
for the plant to reach the flowering stage under the natural, increasing 
photo period. 
This phenomenon associates the flowering response to a critical 
photoperiod somewhat shorter than that indicated at the time of first 
flowering, since some time elapsed between flower initiation and its 
expression. 
T h e flowering responses of the seedlings in the 16-ho ur photo-
period showed a different pattern than in the other treatment. North 
Dakota 97, Nebraska 37, Nebraska 52, and El Reno req uired 111 , 120, 
138 and 148 days, r espectively. T he order of flowering for these four 
strains was reversed from that during naturally increasing photo-
periods. North Dakota 97 and Nebraska 37 flowered readily under a 
16-hour photoperiod but both vegetative and reproductive develop-
ment were delayed under natural winter and spring clays until the 
daily period of light reached a critical point between 14 and 15 hours. 
El Reno and Nebraska 52 required a minimum of 12 and 13 hours of 
light to initia te their reproductive phase. A 16-hour photoperiod re-
tarded their flowering. The New Mexico strain, on the other hand, 
Table 3.-Flowering responses of five varieties o f side-oats grama to artificial long-
day and natural, increasing photoperiods, January I to June I. 
Variety First Days I P hotoperiod Photoperiod flowers 10 First o n Date 
and so urce Produced Flowering of First 
flowering 
Date No. Hrs.: Min. 
North Dakota 97 Na tura l May 24 164 14:45 
16-hour April 111 
Nebraska 37 Natura l May 19 159 H :35 
(Bulle) 16-hour April 10 120 
Nebraska 52 Natural April 10 120 13:05 
(Trailway) JG-hour April 28 138 
O klahoma Natura l March 17 96 12:00 
E l R eno 16-hour May 8 148 
New Mexico Natural March 8 87 11:35 
A-3603 (Vaughn) 16-hour March 29 108 
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required only 108 days to produce its first inflorescence under long 
days. It flowered readily under short clays of 11 ½ hours, and also 
developed comparatively rapidly under a 16-hour photoperiod. This 
strain exhibited a low minimum photoperiod for initiation of inflor-
escences and produced flowers through a wide range of photoperiods. 
Varietal Responses to Decreasing Photoperiod 
Seed of six strains of side-oats grama was planted on May 7, 1949, 
and IO seedlings of each strain were transplanted into each of 6 crocks 
of sand on June 2, 1949. Three replicates of seedlings were subjected 
to naturally decreasing lengths of day, and their responses compared 
with those obtained with three replicates under a 16-hour photoperiocl. 
Varieties used in this study included Oklahoma Tucson and the five 
strains previously tested. 
Since the lengths of photo period that occur naturally during June 
and earl y July at Lincoln are between 15 and 16 hours, the two photo-
period treatments at the beginning of the experiment were similar. 
The growth responses under the two treatments are, therefore, not 
greatly different. Table 4 presents average growth characteristics ob-
tained with these treatments. It shows trends in development among 
the strains similar to those in the previo us experiment which support 
the information obtained from plants subjected to the natural, increas-
ing photoperiods. 
Table 4.-Average top-growth characteristics of six varieties of side-oats grama 
grown in sand cultures and subjected to artificial, long-day and natural decreas-
ing photoperiods, May 7 to September I , 1949." 
Variety 
Height 
Total Flowering 
a nd source Photoperiod Leaves Flowering culr.ns cu lms culms 
In . In. No. No. 
North Dakota 97 Natural" 13 35 212 84 
16-hour 15 38 229 9 1 
Nebraska 37 !\"atura l 19 47 208 61 
(Bulle) 16-hour 19 44 2 19 53 
Nebraska 52 Natural 25 50 2 12 74 
(Trailway) 16-hour 2'\ 5 1 208 66 
Oklahoma !\"atural 26 54 224 71 
El R eno 16-hour 26 53 226 74 
New Mexico Natura l 3 1 59 300 99 
A-3603 (Vaughu) 16-hour Jl2 57 9• .-_ :).') 62 
Oklahoma Natura l 32 59 248 114 
Tucson 16-hour 32 56 229 62 
Mean squa res from analyses of va riance.' 
Source of Va ria tion D.F. M .S. M.S. M.S. M.S. 
Yarieties (V) 5 294** 403** 3703° 853 
Photoperiod P) I 0 7 367 1804" 
Vx p 5 l 7 773 928 
Error 24 2 12 751 403 
a Averages of three r eplications of 10 plants each
b T he natural photoperiod was the normal Jong d ay which decreased during the period of g rowth . 
c T he sing le and double asterisk indicate F values which exceed the 5 a nd 1 per cent levels of 
sign ificance, r espectively. 
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The average height of leaves for the two southern strains was 6 to 
7 inches more than for the varieties of the central group and I 3 to 19 
inches more than for the two northern varieties. Similar responses 
were noted regarding the height of flowering culrns. There was a ten-
dency for an increase in tillering of the northern varieties and a de-
crease in tillering of the southern varieties, resulting from artificially 
long clays. The longer periods of light had no great effect on tillering 
of the central varieties. 
Production of inflorescences by the most northern strain was fa-
vored by a 16-hour period of light, but the flower production of the 
strains from the most southern sources was sharply retarded under 
continuous, long clays. These data lend support to the hypothesis that 
North Dakota 97 and Nebraska 37 react as long-day plants, Nebraska 
52 and El Reno are favored by intermediate photoperiods, and the 
Oklahoma Tucson and New Mexico A3603, especially the latter, re-
sponded as short-day plants. 
Relationships among the varieties were similar to those in the pre-
vious experiment. Varieties differed significantly in height of leaves 
and flowering culms, and total number of culms but did not differ 
significantly in number of flowering culms (Table 4 The more 
southern the origin the greater the yields of both tops and roots (Table 
5). Top-root ratios were higher for all strains during the summer 
growth period than during the previous winter and spring period, but 
the relationships among varieties are apparent. North Dakota 97 and 
Nebraska 37 had the narrowest top-root ratios, while Nebraska 52 and 
El Reno had the widest. The two southwestern strains had ratios 
which were intermediate between the other two groups. 
A comparison of the varieties again shows that side-oats grama 
strains from different regions of adaptation exhibited variable re-
sponses when subjected to a given photoperiod. In this widely variable 
species, strains adapted to different environments fall logically into 
different classifications in response to photoperiod (Table 6). 
With the naturally decreasing photoperiocl of summer clays at 
Lincoln, the two northern stra ins produced their initial flowers 2 to 3 
weeks earlier than the two southern strains and 3 to 4 weeks earlier 
than the central group. First flower production was somewhat earlier 
with a continuous ] 6-hour photoperiocl than for the natural days for 
North Dakota 97, Nebraska 37, Nebraska 52, and El Reno: whereas 
the first flower production of Oklahoma Tucson and New ?\Iexico 
A-3603 was later with the continuous, long photoperiod than for nat-
ural days. 
FIELD TRIALS OF VARIETIES 
Forage and Seed Yields at Lincoln 
Field plots of the six strains of side-oats grama were establ ished 
in the spring of 1949 to evaluate them for forage production and seed 
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Table 5.-Yields o( lops in grams and top-root ratios o( six varieties o( side-oats 
grama grown in sand cultures and subjected to artificial, long-day and natural, 
decreasing photoperiods, May 7 to September 1, 1949 
Variety 
and source 
North Dakota 97 
Nebraska 37 
(Butte) 
Nebraska 52 
(Trailway) 
O klahoma 
El R eno 
New Mexico 
A-3603 (Vaughn) 
Oklahoma 
Tucson 
Photopcriod 
Natural" 
J 6-hour 
Natura l 
16-hour 
J\iatural 
16-hour 
Natu ra l 
16-hour 
Natural 
16-hour 
Natural 
I 6-hour 
iWean squares from ana lyses of variance.' 
Sou rce o f Variation 
Varie ties (V) 
Photoperiods (P) 
VxP 
Error 
D.F. 
5 
1 
5 
24 
a Averages of three replications of 10 plants each . 
Green 
Weight 
Tops 
116 
143 
156 
160 
224 
202 
246 
241 
314 
255 
283 
292 
M.S. 
25618° 
536 
1327 
1251 
Dry 
Weight 
Tops 
37 
52 
51 
52 
77 
71 
87 
92 
119 
107 
120 
115 
M. S. 
5631"* 
0 
137 
131 
Top-R oot 
R atio 
3.27 
4-46 
4_07 
4.52 
6.03 
6.07 
5.1 2 
4.96 
5.81 
5.87 
M.S. 
4.03*" 
0.82 
0.95 
0.63 
b The natural photoperiod was the normal long day which decreased during the period of growth. 
c The double asterisk indicates F values which exceed the 1 per cent level of significance. 
Table 6.-Flowering responses o( six , •arieties of side-oats gram a to artificial Jong-d ay 
and natura l, decreasing photoperiods, May 7 to September I , 1949. 
P hotoperiod 
Variety First Days on Date 
and source Photoperiod Flower to First of First 
Produced Flowering Flowering 
Date No. Hrs.: Min. 
North Dakota 97 Natu ra l July 4 58 15:02 
16-hou r Ju ly 1 55 
Nebraska 37 Na tural July 13 67 14:50 
(Butte) 16-hour July 10 64 
Nebraska 52 Natu ra l Aug. 1 86 14:20 
(Trailway) 16-ho ur July 19 73 
Oklahoma Natural Aug. I 86 14:20 
El R en o 16-hour July 21 75 
New Mexico Na tu ral July 25 79 14:30 
A-3603 (Vaughn) 16-h our Aug. 86 
O klahoma Natural J u ly 22 76 14:40 
Tucson 16-hour A ug. 86 
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yields. Plot size was six drilled rows, 12 feet long, spaced at one-foot 
intervals. The plots were arranged in a randomized-block design with 
eight replications. Four replications were harvested at the flowering 
stage for hay. The remaining four were harvested at maturity for seed 
yields and total production. Yields were calculated from IO feet of 
the four center rows. 
Comparisons in 1949.-The plots of this experiment were not estab-
lished until late May, but all strains made a remarkable growth during 
the succeeding three months. During that time the plots were kept 
weed-free. Figure 4 shows the characteristic summer growth produced 
in the first season. Table 7 shows that most of the strains produced 
two to three tons of hay per acre the first year and that seed yields 
ranged from approximately 100 to 360 pounds per acre. 
The Oklahoma Tucson strain had the highest yield of hay, pro-
ducing slightly over three tons per acre, while the North Dakota strain 
was the lowest yielding, producing only 0.63 ton of hay per acre, 
harvested September l. The hay yields of the four remaining strains 
ranged from 2.03 to 2.48 tons per acre with small differences among 
their respective yields in their first season (Table 7). 
By the time all the varieties had reached vegetative maturity, 
October l , the production of forage ranged from 0.55 to 3.08 tons per 
acre for the varieties North Dakota 97 and Oklahoma Tucson, respec-
tively. Forage yields for these strains were approximately the same as 
the September I hay yields. Yield relationships changed some from 
September l to October 1, the earlier maturing strains showing the 
disadvantage of the late harvest. 
Yields of seed, in the year of establishment, were relatively large 
due to the plentiful supply of moisture, a fertile soil, control of weeds, 
and favorable weather conditions during pollination. North Dakota 
Figure 4.-Field planting of side-oats grama, ranging in source from North Dakota 
to New Mexico, at Lincoln. The Oklahoma Tucson strain can be distinguished 
by its light color. Plots planted May 20, 1949 and photographed August 10, 1949. 
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Table 7.-Yields of forage and seed of six varieties of side-oats grama grown in field 
plots at Lincoln in 1949
Forage production per acrel:l 
Variety 
North Dakota 97 
Butte (Nebr. 37) 
Trailway (Nebr. 52) 
El R eno 
Vaughn (N. Mex. A-3063) 
Oklahoma Tucson 
Cut for hay 
September I 
Tons 
0.63 
2.09 
2.48 
2.25 
2.03 
3.10 
Cut at m aturity 
October I 
Tons 
0.55 
J.6!) 
2.19 
2.78 
2.60 
3.08 
Least significant differences between means o f varieties 
P = .05 0.33 
P = .01 0.46 
a Averages of fo ur replications. 
b Forage yields on an oven-dry basis. 
0.38 
0.52 
c Seed yie lds are on the basis o f approximately 80 per cen t purity b y ,,·eight. 
Seed yield 
per acrec 
Lbs. 
97 
170 
214 
361 
201 
225 
66 
91 
97 was significantly lower in yield than any other strain, while yields 
0£ El Reno and New Mexico A-3603 were significantly higher. The 
two Nebraska strains and Tucson produced approximately 200 pounds 
0£ seed per acre with no great differences among them. 
Comparisons in 1950.-The winter of 1949-50, at Lincoln, Nebr., 
was characterized by moderate temperatures and very little snow cover. 
O ccasionally, plants were coated with ice from freezing rains, followed 
by short periods of cold weather with temperatures below 0° F. In 
spite of good establishment in 1949, Oklahoma Tucson was winter-
killed approximately 95 per cent, and its yields were omitted from 
statistical analyses and varietal comparisons in the 1950 season. New 
:Mexico Vaughn (A-3603) was so damaged that only a few stems 
emerged from old clumps the following spring. It was estimated to be 
about 50 per cent winter-killed. The protected undamaged portions 
of these plan ts tended to recover but gave low yields. O ther strains 
were not affected. 
Forage yields from two hay cuttings and the total h ay production 
for the season are shown in Table 8 for comparison with yields of 
forage h arvested at ma turity. T h e forage yields for most strains were 
greater in 1950 than in 1949. 
A comparison 0£ the hay yields of the varieties at the two dates of 
harvest reveals that the amount of aftermath h ay produced b y the 
n orthern group of varieties was approximately one-half as large as the 
forage produced at the earlier cutting date. T he varieties of the central 
group, on the other h and, produced aftermath yields that were ap-
proximately two-thirds as large as tha t at the first harvest. The h ay 
yields for the southern group on these two dates were about equal. 
T hus, the more southern varieties produce a larger proportion of 
their total hay later in the season, whereas the northern varieties m ake 
most o f their growth early. Butte, T railway, and El R eno hay yields 
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Table 8.-Yields of forage a nd seed of six varieties of side-oats grama grown in field 
plots at Lincoln in 1950
Forage prod uction per acrc11 
Varie ty Cu l for ha y 
First cutting I Aftermath Cut at 
July 24 O ct. 2 Total 
maturity 
Tons Tons Tons Tons 
North Dakota 97 1.59 0.82 2.41 1.36 
Butte (Nebr. 37) 4.15 2.09 6.24 4.69 
T ra ilway (Nebr. 52) 3.92 2.60 6.52 4.53 
El R eno 4.07 2.72 6.79 5 .64 
Vaughn (N. Mex. A-3603) J.99 1.97 3.96 2.4 l 
Ok lahoma Tucson<l 0. 13 0.56 0.69 0.73e 
Least signi ficant diffe rences between means of va rie ties 
P = .05 0.58 0 .67 1.1 4 0.50 
P=.01 0.82 0.94 1.59 0.71 
a A,·erage of four replications. 
b Forage yie lds on an oven -dry basis. 
c Seed yields are on the basis of approximately 80 percent p urity by weiglu. 
d Omitted from statistical a na lyses due to approximately 95 percent wintc rkilling. 
e Average of three repli cations. 
Seed 
yield 
per acrcc 
Lbs. 
90 
244 
118 
225 
48 
23e 
5 1 
71 
totaJled 6.24, 6.52, and 6.79 tons per acre, respectively. These yields 
were significantly •greater than the yields of either the most northern 
or the m ost southern stra ins. Hay production for the combined cut-
tings was greater than total production taken once a t m aturity, for all 
the five varieties. 
Forage yields of the varieties, cut at maturity, ranged from 1 .36 to 
5.64 tons per acre for North Dakota 97 and El R eno, respectively. 
In this comparison, the yield of El R eno was significantly greater than 
the yield of either of the two Nebraska strains and North Dakota 97 
was signifi cantly lower yielding among the five varieties. These rela-
tionships were similar to those which existed among these str ains 
during the 1949 season. There was no significant difference between 
the yield of the Nebraska strains in either year. 
Seed yields in 1950, for all varieties except Butte, were lower than 
in l 949. T he North Dakota strain matured approximately three weeks 
earlier and Butte matured two weeks earlier than an y of the other 
varieties. During their periods of maximum flower formation the 
weather was warm and dry. A period of frequent rains and cool, moist 
conditions prevailed later when other strains began to flower. B ecau se 
of the better condi tions for pollination in the earlier period , North 
D akota 97 and Butte produced r elative ly la rge seed yields, while the 
yields of the o ther stra ins were materially reduced in comparison wi th 
the former year. 
Plots were m aintained in the third year but yields were not deter-
mined. El R eno winter-killed significantly in the second winter. Plots 
of winter-killed varieties became infested with seedlings from early-
maturing strains and the North Dakota stra in made such poor growth 
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that the plots became weedy. The comparison was thus narrowed to 
the locally adapted varie ties, Butte and Trailway. These varie ties had 
responded differently in tests, but their average seasonal yields were 
very similar . 
Statistical interpretations.- The analyses of variance o f the forage 
a nd seed yields, produced by five varie ties of side-oats grama during 
a two-year period are presented in Appendix T able A. Significant dif-
ferences were found among varie ties for forage production and the 
forage yields in 1950 proved to be significantly greater than in 1949. 
The significant interaction, Variety x Years, indicates that the 
varieties responded differently in the two years both for forage cut 
a t an optimum time for hay and for total yields a t maturity. The cause 
o f this interaction can be attributed , for the most part, to the responses 
o f Butte. During the first year it produced rela tively low yields, but 
it grew rapidly in the early part of the spring of the second year, 
whereas the more southern strains were delayed in their development. 
Thus, a t the encl of the second year this strain ranked as one of the 
highest yielding in forage. 
Seed yields also proved to be different in the two seasons. The varie-
t ies r esponded differently in the two years, causing a highly significant 
interaction. T his interaction was caused largely b y the var iable re-
sponses o f Butte, Trailway, and El R eno to the environments of the 
two years. El R eno produced the highest seed yields in the first year, 
but in the second year Butte ranked first, followed by El R eno. Since 
seed yields of the other strains were generally smaller in l 950 than in 
1949, they also contributed to this interaction. 
Yields in Kansas and Oklahoma 
T he growth respo nses of Butte and Trailway in the Nebraska tests 
were not full y interpreted until their responses under other conditions 
were noted . Comparative yields of varie ties at two southern locations 
added much to an understanding of the effects of differences in photo-
period and tempera ture on growth response and adaptation . 
Manhattan, Kan., 1953 - 1955.- Yie lcls of eight strains of side-oats 
grama from differen t origins compared in 1953 and 1955 at Manhattan, 
Kan ., were furnished through the courtesy o f M . D . Atkins, o f the 
Plant Materials Section, Soil Conserva tion Service (Table 9). In this 
comparison, El R eno, Trailway, and H ope were in the leading group 
o f adapted productive varieties, whereas the more southern varie ties 
dropped into a secondary group in their yield r esponse. T railway and 
Butte were separated significantly in different groups. 
Perkins, Okla., 1952-1955.- Yields of eight strains of side-oats grama 
a t Perkins, Okla., were r eported b y Professor ·wayne W . Huffine, of 
the Oklahoma Agr. Exp. Station (Table 10). These comparisons showed 
Coronado, H ope, and Tucson to be the leading varieties in these tests, 
,,·hereas El R eno and Trailway were in a secondary group, and Bu tte 
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Table 9. - Forage yields in tons per acre o[ side-oats g1:ama Yarieties grown at Man-
hattan, Kan. (Compiled from data furnished through the courtesy o[ M. D. 
Atkins, Soil Conservation Service
Variety 1953 1955 A v. 
El Reno 2.96 3.28 3.12 
Hope 2.39 3.33 2.86 
Trai lway (Nebr. 52) 2.48 2.93 2.70 
Vaughn 2. 12 2.58 2.36 
Commercial 2.2 1 1.98 2.10 
Tucson 1.95 2.18 2.06 
Coronado 1.79 2.20 2.00 
Butte (Nebr. 37) 1.35 0.82 1.08 
l-1 Averages of three repli cations o f air-dry forage. 
Table 10.- Forage yields in tons per acre of side-oats grama varieties grown at 
Perkins, Okla. (Compiled from data furnished through the courtesy o[ Professor 
Wayne H. H uffine, Okla. Agr. Exp. Sta.) 
Variety 1952 1953 1955 .--\,•. 
Coronado 1.34 (I) 1.93 (2) 1.02 (3) 1.43 
Hope 1.05 (5) 1.99 (I) 1.22 (I ) 1.42 
Tucson 1.07 (4) 1.80 (4) 1.07 (2) 1.31 
El Reno J. 16 (2) 1.78 (5) 0.80 (4) 1.24 
Vaughn 1.01 (6) 1.92 (3) 0.79 (6) 1.24 
Trailway (Nebr. 52) 1.08 (3) 1.72 (6) 0.72 (7) I. 17 
Commercial 1.1 8 (7) 1.38 (7) 0.80 (4) 1.12 
Butte (Nebr. 37) 1.08 (8) 1.13 (8) 0.25 (8) 0.82 
under these conditions even compared unfavorably with a commercial 
lot. The poor response of Butte is easily explained because of its re-
quirement for the photoperiod-temperature relations of longer sum-
mer days. Obviously here its response was strikingly different from that 
of Trailway. 
Butte and T railway Compared 
In the six-year period, 1949 to 1954, experiments were conducted 
with the two Nebraska varieties at the Lincoln and North Platte Ex-
periment Stations. These varieties were compared in connection with 
a larger experiment dealing with the responses of several grasses to 
nitrogen ferti lization in the two environments. 
Lincoln, 1949-1953.-Yields of forage produced by Butte and Trail-
way at two levels of nitrogen fertilization were obtained in a dry-land 
test at Lincoln during a five-year period (Table 11 ). Triplicate plots 
of each variety were compared in a split-plot design for nitrogen fer-
tility. Ammonium nitrate fertilizer was applied to half of the plots 
annually at the rate of 50 pounds of N per acre before the period of 
most rapid growth of the grass in early June of each year. Yields were 
obtained each year from two harvests by mowing. 
In these tests again the performance of the two varieties was some-
what similar with certain trends of dissimi larity. Trailway gavesome-
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Table I !.-Forage yields of Butte and Trailway side-oats gram a, grown with and 
without nitrogen fertilization and h arvested twice each season at Lincoln during 
the five-yearperiod, 1949-1953. 
Yield of o ,·en-<lry forage , tons per acrea 
Year Cropll 
Bulle Trai l way 
Ferti- Not Ferti- Not 
lized c fert. Av. lized c fert . Av. 
1949 First cutting 1.3 I 0.91 1.1 I 1.67 0 .95 1.31 
Aftermath .22 .15 .18 .37 .28 .33 
Total 1.53 1.06 ~ ~ 1.23 1.64 
1950 First cutting 0.86 0.52 0.69 0.81 0.47 0.64 
Aftermath .33 .11 .22 .46 .20 .33 
Tota l ~ 0.63 ~ 1.27 0.67 0.97 
1951 First cutting 1.31 0.40 0.85 1.24 0.39 0.82 
Aftermath .25 .12 .19 .41 .23 .32 
Total ~ 0 .52 ~ ~ 0.62 1.14 
1952 First cutting 0.53 0.21 0.37 0.57 0.24 0.41 
Aftermath .55 .13 .34 .78 .24 .51 
Total 1.08 o.34 701 1.35 0.48 0.92 
1953 First cutting 0.79 0 .22 0.51 0.78 0.23 0.51 
Aftermath .1 4 .06 .10 .19 .08 .13 
Total ~ 0.28 0.61 ().97 0.31 0.64 
Averages 
First cutting 0.96 0.45 0.71 1.0 1 0.46 0.74 
.·\ ft crma th .30 .II .20 .44 .20 .32 
Total 1.26 0.56 ~ --r:w 0.66 1.06 
11 Averages of three replications of ferti lization treatments. 
b First han·est was in mid-July and the aftermath harvest was in early October each year. 
c Ammonium nitrate fe rtilizer was applied in early June each year at the average rate of 50 
pounds of nitrogen per acre. 
what larger yields than Butte, particularly with the nitrogen fertiliza-
tion and in the second mowing. Although somewhat obscured by low 
yields in the years of low summer rainfall, the average performance 
of Trailway was superior to that of Butte in this planting. 
North Platte, Nebr., 1949-1954.-An experiment similar to the one 
just described was conducted on non-irrigated land at the North Platte 
Experiment Station in the six-year period I 949-1954. Duplicate plots 
of each variety were compared at two levels of nitrogen ferti li ty. Am-
monium nitrate at the rate of 60 pounds of nitrogen was applied to 
half of the plots of Trail way and Butte in fo ur of the years. 
Forage yields were determined by mowing twice per year in the 
first two years and annually in the succeeding years (Table 12). The 
two grasses produced about equal yields. Butte had a small advantage 
in general performance under these conditions. 
It is of interest to compare the yield response of Butte, a long-day 
variety to the yields of varie ties which responded differently to photo-
period . . -\pparently Butte should not be grown any further south than 
the lati tude in which it has shown such good performance, i.e ., ap-
proximately 42° North. In this latitude or further north it should be 
superior to the other varieties. 
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Table 12.-Forage yields of Butte and Trailway side-oats grama, grown with and 
without nitrogen fertilization on dryland at North Platte, Nebr., during the six 
years 1949-1954. 
Yi e ld of oven -dry forage , ions per acrea 
Date Butte Trai l way 
Year harvested 
Ferti- Not Ferti - Not 
lizedb fert. Av. li zedb fen. Av. 
1949 June 27 0.71 0.49 0.60 0 .58 0.49 0.53 
October 15 .60 .36 .48 .42 .23 .33 
Total 7":31 7ui5 I.OS --yoi) 0.72 0.86 
1950 July 26 0.53 0.25 0.39 0.49 0.18 0.33 
October 5 .37 .03 .20 .58 .07 .33 
Total 7@o ~ ~ "7:o7 0.25 0.66 
1951 August 15 2.35 0.64 1.50 1.93 0.79 1.36 
1952 Jul y 2 0.46 0 .30 0.38 0.29 0.30 030 
1953 Jul y 23 0'. 18 0 .1 5 0.16 0.17 0.16 0. 16 
1954 July 28 0. 11 0.D7 0.09 0.07 0.07 O.D7 
A verage, tota l yields ~ 0.38 ~ 0.76 0.38 0..57 
a Yields are the averages of two replications of ferti li zation treatments. 
' Ammonium nitrate ferti lizer was appli ed in ea rl y June of four years, 1949-1951 and 195 3, a t 
the average rate of 60 pounds of nitrogen per acre. None was applied in 1952 and 1954
Tests m Wyoming and the Dakotas 
Other tes ts of side-oats gra ma strains have been made in Wyoming
in South D akota, and in North Dakota. Nebraska 37 (Butte) has been 
grown as far north as Mandan , N. D . 
A comparative p lanting was m ade by Dr. R obert Lang at the 
Wyoming Experiment Station, Laramie, Wyo., in 1958 a t an elevation 
of 7,150 feet. All of the southern varieties of side-oats grama winter 
killed completely in the first winter, whereas stands of Trailway and 
Butte were maintained . Altho ugh these varieties are not recommended 
for that elevation, they showed winter hardiness as predicted. 
COMPARISONS IN MIXTURES 
A yield test comparing several grasses in pure stands and mixtures 
was conducted at Lincoln in l In this stud y, Trailway side-
oats gr ama was compared for forage yield with six o ther grasses, all 
grown in pure stands, and with simple mixtures of each of these 
grasses with Trailway. Plots were es tablish ed b y seeding on April 15, 
l 950, in a randomized-block d esign with three replications. 
The grasses were planted in rows spaced one foot apart in plots 
8 b y 42 feet, both in pure sta nds and in the selected mixtu res of two 
grasses. T h e grasses grown in mixtures were seeded in alternate rows. 
Plots were hand-weeded the first year and yields were obtained from 
3 R eported by R . Chase Al lred. Effects of associa tion on the responses of selected 
i rasses grown in mixtures. Ph .D. T hesis . U niversity of Nebraska. 1952. 
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Table 13.-Forage yields in tons per acre o( Trailway side-oats grama compared with 
other grasses in pure stands Crom spring planting at Lincoln April 15, 1950.• 
Kind of grass 
\\'ann-season grasses: 
Side-oats grama 
Sand lovegrass 
Big bluestem 
Cool-season grasses: 
Russian wildrye 
Crested wheatgrass 
Slender wheatgrass 
Bromegrass 
L.S.D. at P = .05 
Total yie ld in pure standb 
First year , 1950 
2.02 
3.47 
2.41 
0.30 
0.67 
1.03 
1.43 
0.36 
Second year, 195 I 
3.31 
2.70 
4.32 
1.20 
2.43 
3.23 
2.51 
0.58 
a Data from R . Chase Allred. Effect s of association on the responses of selected grasses grown in 
mixtures. Ph.D. Thesis. U niversity of Nebraska. 1952. 
b Average yields per acre on an oven-dry basi s from three replica tion s, harvested once in 1950 and 
twi ce in 1951. 
the six center rows in 1950 and l 95 l. Each row was harvested sepa-
rately by the use of an offset mower bar especially constructed on a 
.Jari mower. The harvest of individual rows provided a method for 
obtaining yields of mixtures without the necessity of making separa-
tions of the vegetation. Each grass was harvested separately once at 
maximum production in J 950 and following an thesis and aftermath 
production in the second season. 
The yields per acre of side-oats grama in the first and second year 
of production are compared in Table 13 with two other warm-season 
grasses and with four cool-season grasses. With the hand weeding given 
the plots, the warm-season grasses produced large yields during the 
first season, whereas cool-season grasses established stands more slowly, 
particularly by the Russian wildrye and crested wheatgrass. Sand Jove-
grass yielded best in the first season of growth but decreased in yield 
in the second. All other grasses gave higher yields in the second year 
than the first. 
In the first year side-oats grama produced larger yields than the 
cool-season grasses but was exceeded in yield by sand Jovegrass and big 
bluestem. In the second year side-oats grama was exceeded in yield 
only by big bluestem. 
The competitive effect of the several grasses is shown by their 
growth in mixtures in the two seasons (Table 14). In the first year, the 
yield of side-oats grama, 0.58 ton , was reduced when mixed with the 
rapidly established sand Jovegrass as compared with yield of side-oats 
grama in pure stand, I .OJ tons. However, the mixture of side-oats 
grama and sand lovegrass had the best total yield, 3.19 tons. Side-oats 
grama gave additional yield when mixed with grasses which were slow 
in becoming established from spring planting. 
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Table 14.-Forag·e yields in tons pe1· acre of Trailway side-oats grama in pure stand and of mixtures of Trailway side-oats grama with five
selected grasses grown at Lincoln, 1950-51
Crass grown in associaLion with side-oats grama Average Differen ce 
I I I 1 l I 
yields required for Components o[ 
Side- Sand Big Russian Crested Slender Brome- in significan ce the stand 
oats love- blue - wild- wheat- wheat- g rass mixture P = 0.05 
grama grass stem rye grass grass 
Forage yields, 1950" 
~ Side-oats grama J.01 0.58 1.08 l.1 4 1.05 0.82 0.38 0 .84 0.31 
Associated grass' 1.01 2.6 1 l.44 0.12 0.22 0.52 1.16 1.01 
Tota l yie ld 2.02 779 2.52 126 ---yw ~ ~ ----r:F, 0.36 
Forage yields, 1951" 
Side-oats grama 1.65 0 .98 0.83 1.93 l.ll 1.29 0.52 I.I I 0.26 
Associated grass" l.66 2.02 3.30 0.61 l.64 J.99 1.99 1.92 
Total yield 3.31 3.00 773 2.54 2.75 328 251 ~ 0.58 
a Data from R. Chase A ll red . . Effects of associatio n o n t he responses o[ selected grasses g row n in mixtures. Ph.D. T hesis. Uni versity o f Nebraska. 1952. 
h Average yields per acre on an oven -dry basis from three replications, h a rvested once in 1950 a nd twice in 1951. 
c Yields in this line are yie lds of lhe t wo a lt ernat e rows selecled at random in the pure sta nds of side-oals grama show n in the first column of figures, or the 
yields of the associated grass grown in mixture with it shown in the columns 10 the r ig ht. 
In the second year, although reduced in yield in all mixtures as 
compared with the yield of l .65 tons in pure stand, side-oats grama 
gave good yields, 0.83 and 0.52 ton, respectively, in mixture even with 
aggressive big bluestem and bromegrass, and larger yields with less 
competitive grasses . The largest total yield of mixture was 4.13 tons in 
combination with big bluestem, a yield approaching that of bluestem 
in pure stand, 4.32 tons (Table 13). 
SEED PRODUCTION EXPERIMENTS 
The effects of several factors on seed yield in side-oats grama were 
studied at the Nebraska Experiment Station during the years 1952 to 
1954. Established stands of the two varieties, Butte and Trailway, were 
fertilized and cultivated. The grasses had been planted initially in 
40-inch rows and were maintained as sod strips approxima tely 12 
inches wide. 
The five replicates of Butte plots were on a gently rolling ridge 
of Sharpsburg silty clay loam. Of the four replicates of Trailway plots, 
rwo were on a lowland complex of , ,vaukesha and Rokeby silty clay 
loams and two were on a west-facing 7 per cent slope of Sharpsburg 
and .Judson silty clay loams (Figure 5). Major soil changes, therefore, 
were from replicate to replicate and could be largely accounted for in 
the analyses of variance. 
Figure 5.-The field of Trailway side-oats grama in which seed production studies 
were conducted at the Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station at Lincoln, 
1952-1953. 
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There were 13 experimental treatments in a randomized-block 
design. Each p lot consisted of three rows 24 feet long with 20 feet of 
the center row harvested for seed yield . Ten treatments were on plots 
burned in the spring and consisted of four rates of nitrogen alone, two 
residual nitrogen treatments, and a repetition of the four rates of 
nitrogen with phosphorus. T h e treatments on unburned plots were 60 
pounds of nitrogen with phosphorus, a ch eck mowed and cleaned off 
following seed harvest in the fall, and one unburned check wi th the 
stubble left standing. 
T he fertilizers were applied in early June, except in the case of 
the plots r eceiving only nitrogen for residual effect. In this instance 
the nitrogen was applied the first year and the year prior to the one in 
which the seed harvest was made for the next two years. N itrogen was 
applied as ammonium nitrate broadcast at rates of 0, 30, 60, and 90 
pounds of N per acre each year, 1952 to 1954. Nitrogen treatment for 
r esid ual effects was applied at 75 pounds per acre. T h e phosphorus was 
similarly applied as 60 pounds of P2O 5 in 1952 and 1953. The burning 
was clone in early spring before the resumption of growth and at a 
time when the ground was clamp. 
Seed yields were obtained on the basis of whole spikes and later 
adjusted on the uniform basis of pounds per acre of pure live seed. 
The effects on seed production of high and low soil m oisture during 
the period of seed development were compared in the dry summer of 
l 954 on four similar plots in the earl y-maturing Butte. Supplemental 
water was h auled and applied by sprinkling to two plots on July 8 
and this irrigation was repeated at weekly intervals until A ugust l , 
wh en the first important rain came. 
In this experiment, no effect was fo und from phosphorus fertiliza-
tion either alone or in combination with nitrogen . There were no 
differences between burned and unburned checks nor between the 
residual nitrogen trea tments. For reporting, the treatments involving 
nitrogen and phosphorus were considered as replications of the ni tro-
gen treatments. Similarly, the two rates of nitrogen for residual effect 
were combined as one treatment, and the two unburned checks were 
combined for simplicity in presenting results. 
Response to Nitrogen Fertilization 
During the three years of this experiment, the responses to nitrogen 
fertilization were largely dependent upon the avai lability of moisture 
during critical growth periods. Soil moisture was adequate throughout 
the growing season in l 952. Seed yields m easured as whole spikes were 
substantially increased over non-fertil ized checks by all rates of nitro-
gen application in both varieties of grama (Table 15). However, only 
the 90 pounds of nitrogen per acre gave yields significantly higher 
than those from 30 pounds of n itrogen. 
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Table 15.-The effects of nitrog·en fertilization on seed yields in two , 1arieties of 
side-oats grama
Yield of n·hole spikes, pounds per acre 
F erli I izaLion Bur l ea Trail,n1yU 
1rea1men t \ Grand 
averagec 
1952 1953 1954 A\·, 1952 19_;3 1954 Av. 
Check 177 180 182 180 525 214 218 319 242 
30 lbs. N 236 228 180 215 642 318 514 491 338 
60 lbs. N 257 210 199 222 672 338 526 512 351 
90 lbs. N 273 207 233 238 709 332 492 511 359 
R esidual ct 264 217 186 222 690 291 459 480 337 
Average 241 208 196 215 648 299 442 463 325 
L.S.D., P = .05 29 29 35 17 67 47 68 42 28 
L.S.D., P = .01 39 38 47 23 90 62 91 56 38 
a Averages of ten replications. 
IJ A vcrages o f eight replications. 
c Weighted on the basis o[ IO replica tions of Butte and 8 replica1.ions of Trailway. 
d Yields in 1952 and 1953 were from plots feni li zed wi th 75 pounds of nitrogen in 1952, y ields in 
1954 from plots fertilized in 1952 and 1953 with 75 pounds of nitrogen per acre. 
With the drought conditions of 1953, the application of 60 and 90 
pounds of nitrogen produced plant growth which depleted the soil 
moisture before seed maturity. Yields of whole spikes from the higher 
rates approximately equaled those from 30 pounds of nitrogen per 
acre. 
In 1954, the early-maturing Butte grama again matured seed under 
drought conditions. The rains, which began Aug ust l and continued 
th roughout the month for a total of 11 inches, fell within the flowering 
and fruiting period of the later-maturing Trailway grama. Yield of 
spikes, consequently, was much better in this varie ty than it was 
in Butte. However, a depressing effect was noted in the highest nitro-
gen level, resulting from the need of moisture before the rain came. 
Over the three-year period nitrogen fertilization generally increased 
the yield of seed spi kes of the two varieties of grama, but there was n o 
appreciable ad vantage shown from the higher over the lower rates of 
application. T hirty pounds of nitrogen per acre was approximately 
equal to other nitrogen treatments in producing increased yields of 
spikes. 
U nder the favorab le moisture conditions of l 952, nitrogen fertiliza-
tion improved the quality of caryopses as shown by increased weight 
per thousand (Tables 16 and 17). However, both the number and the 
weight o f caryopses per given weight of spikes showed a tendency to 
decrease with the increase in rate of nitrogen application in both 
varieties. 
In the drought of I 953, the effects of nitrogen fertilization were 
somewhat different than they h ad been the preceding summer. T he 
plots receiving the higher rates of nitrogen made abundant early 
growth which u sed up the reserve soil moisture very rapidly. T h e re-
sulting moisture defi ciency during the period of seed formation re-
uced the size of car yopses as well as the number of caryopses per
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Table 16.-The effect of nitrogen fertilization on caryopsis development of Butte 
side-oats grama with favorable moisture conditions in 1952 as compared with 
drought conditions of 1953i' 
Caryopses in one I Weight of caryopses in I \\'eight of L,000 
gram of sp ikes one gram of sp ikes ca ryopses 
Treatmen t 
1952 1953 1952 I 1953 1952 1953 
No. No. J\lg. Mg. Mig. Mg . 
Check 246 277 199 174 808 627 
30 lbs. N 243 253 202 151 832 597 
90 lbs. N 215 219 180 129 838 588 
Average 235 244 194 151 826 604 
L.S.D., P = .05 llS 37 11S 21 11S 28 
L.S.D., P = .01 ns ns ns 31 11S ns 
a Averages of three-gram sa mples of spikes from the p lots of five repli cations. 
weight of spikes in both varieties. Conversely, the plots with less avail-
able nitrogen made less growth, retained the soil moisture longer, 
and matured relatively larger caryopses. 
The importance of adequate moisture at crucial periods in the 
formation and development of seed was further illustrated in 1953. 
Butte had set seed just before soil moisture became a limiting factor. 
Seed set of Butte as measured b y the number of caryopses per gram of 
spikes consequently compared well with seed set in the preceding 
summer when soil moisture was plentiful (Table 16). On the other 
hand, the number of caryopses per gram of spikes produced by the 
late-maturing Trailway was much reduced in 1953 as compared with 
1952 (Table 17). Caryopses of both varieties matured under the influ -
ence of a soil moisture deficiency with the result that caryopsis weight 
per thousand was much reduced in 1953 as compared with l 952. 
Seed Viability and Purity 
Average purity of Butte ranged from 107 to I I I thousand car yopses 
per pound of harvested spikes in 1952 and ]953, respectively, as calcu-
lated from Table J 6. Actual purity on the basis of the weight of cary-
Table 17.-The effect of nitrogen fertilization on caryopsis development in Trailway 
side-oats grama, with favorable moisture conditions in 1952 as compared with 
drought conditions of 1953 
Caryopses in one \Veight of caryopses in Weight of l ,000 
T reatment g ram of spikes one gran1 of spikes car yopses 
1952 1953 1952 1953 1952 1953 
No. No. Mg. Mg. Mg. M g. 
Check 323 271 218 142 676 524 
30 lbs. N 305 169 212 83 694 490 
90 lbs. N 273 149 194 73 712 491 
Average 300 196 208 99 694 502 
L.S.D., P = .05 ns 36 ns 19 20 21 
L.S.D., P = .01 ns 54 11S 29 HS 11S 
~ Averages of three.gram samples of spikes from four replications. 
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opses in one gram of spikes was l 9 and l 5 per cent for 1952 and 1953, 
respectively. Butte has characteristically large caryopses. Based on 
the weight per 1,000 caryopses, average quality of Butte caryopses was 
550,000 and 750,000 per pound in 1952 and 1953, respectively, or an 
average of 650,000 caryopses per pound. The heavier caryopses pro-
duced in the favorable year may offset, by an increase in the percentage 
of seedling establishment, the reduction in number below the averages 
used in the calculation of seeding rates on a weight basis. 
Average purity of Trailway ranged from 136,000 to 88,000 caryopses 
per pound of spikes in 1952 and 1953, respectively, as calculated from 
Table 17. Actual purity by weight was 21 and JO per cent in the two 
years, respectively. The caryopses of Trailway in 1952 were of average 
size, 655,000 per pound; but because of the unfavorable moisture situa-
tion for maturing seed of the late variety in 1953, the caryopses were 
very small, 910,000 per pound. Although seeding rates are based on 
average weights, it is likely that a larger than average number of small 
caryopses is necessary to offset failure of small seed in establishing 
seedlings. 
Seed of side-oats grama normally found on the market consists of 
either whole spikes or individual florets, or mixtures of these, which 
vary highly in their content of germinable seed. For this reason, seed-
ing rates must be computed on a basis of purity and viability. Purity 
analyses of side-oats grama are complicated by the inclusion of adher-
ing glumes and spike fragments as a part of the seed piece. Accord-
ingly, percentages of naked caryopses by weight are not comparable 
to purity percentages determined by separating spike fragments con-
taining caryopses from the rest of the sample. 
A mechanical method of ascertaining the purity of chaffy-seeded
grasses, including side-oats grama, has been proposed by Harla.J) (10). 
It involves the mechanical determination of the percentage by weight 
of caryopses or grain in the sample and the conversion of this percent-
age to a purity analysis comparable to present official standards , by 
means of factors. The conversion factor determined for side-oats grama 
was 3.2. 
Estimates of average quality of seed of side-oats grama were calcu-
lated from the data for the two varieties grown in the two years (Table 
18). The estimate of average seed set was 120,000 caryopses per pound 
of spikes in l 952 and l 03,000 in 1953. Actual purities on the basis of 
weight of caryopses were 20 per cent and 12.8 per cent for 1952 and 
1953, respectively. Purities on the basis of spike fragments were 
estimated by caryopsis weight times the empirical factor , 3.2, to be 64 
per cent and 41 per cent for the two years. The average seed quality 
of the two varieties was 592,000 and 814,000 caryopses per pound for 
I 952 and 1953, respectively, or an average of 703,000 per pound. 
Seeding rates for commercial seed are computed from the seed 
analyses on the basis of pounds of pure live seed required to furnish
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Table 18.-Average effects of nitrogen fertilization on ca1·yopsis development of side-
oats grama in two years varying in moisture availability.a , b 
Caryopses in one \Ve:ght of caryopses in Weight of 1,000 
Treatment grant o f spikes one gram of spikes caryopses 
1952 I 1953 1952 1953 1932 I 1953 
No. No. Mg. Mg. Mg. Mg. 
Check 280 275 207 159 749 581 
30 lbs. N 271 215 206 121 770 549 
90 lbs. N 241 188 187 104 782 545 
Average 264 226 200 128 767 558 
L.S.D., P = .05 ns 24 ns 13 17 17 
L.S.D., P = .01 ns 33 ns 19 24 23 
a Averages of three-gram samples of spikes from each of four replicate plots of Trailway and from 
five replicate plots of Butte. 
b T he growing season in 1952 had more favorable soil moisture conditions than the dry condi -
tions in 1953 at Lincoln , Nebr. 
a given number of viable seeds per square foot. Assuming 191,000 
viable seed units per pound, approximately pounds would be re-
quired to plant at a proposed rate, viz., 20 viable seed units per square 
foot. To translate this figure into terms of pounds of seed material to 
be planted per acre, one may use the formula: 
Designated pounds of pure live seed per acre 
Purity percentage x germination percentage pounds of seed material to be planted 
For example, if 5 pounds of pure live seed are n eeded from seed ma-
terial testing 50 per cent purity and 50 per cent germination, 20 
pounds of the material should be planted; at 50 per cent purity and 
80 per cent germination, only 12.5 pounds should be planted. 
Commercial pure seed of side-oats grama has been computed on the 
basis of whole spikes or seed clusters containing one or more caryopses 
estimated at 125,000 per pound; or 500,000 separate pieces at 30 per 
cent purity (11): From the latter, a pound of spike fragments would 
include approximately 150,000 units containing caryopses. Cooper et 
al. (2) listed a similar figure of 140,000 units per pound contained in 
"seed" of 70 per cent purity. An average figure given in the Seed 
Chart, 1948 Yearbook of Agriculture (p. 745), is 191,000 "seed" units. 
The 1952 average figures for Butte and Trailway appeared to be 
representative of seed production in a normal year (Table 18). An 
estimate of 64 per cent purity (3.2 x 20 per cent purity by weight of 
caryopses) for the average of the varieties in 1952 was used to estimate 
an average number of seed pieces in a gram b y dividing the number 
of caryopses per gram of spikes, 264, by .64 and multiplying by 100. 
This calculation gave 412 per gram, or approximately 187,000 seed 
units per pound, a close approximation of the l 9 l ,000 estimate pre-
viously quoted for commercially processed seed. 
Approximately 420 seed units per gram (191,000 per pound) was 
therefore used as an estimate of average "pure seed units" of side-oats 
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grama which will pro,·ide a proper seeding rate at 4 ½ pounds of 
p ure seed units per acre. The hypothetical figure of 191,000 may thus 
also be chosen as the total number in a pound of "pure-live-seed units," 
assuming 100 per cent germination. 
For some experimental purposes a direct method of testing seed 
quality meets the need for the analyses of both germination and purity 
( l5). This "direct test" can be used even though there is contamination 
of the seed lot with other grass seed if the seed pieces are germinated 
on top of the germination medium or between blotters, so that the 
a nalyst can see the origin of each sprout. 
The direct test involves the germination of a weighed sample and 
the computation of the number of viable seed units per pound of seed 
material directly from this test. Seeding r a tes may then be determined 
according to the number of viable seed units desired per unit of area 
to be sown. T his method eliminates the conversion of rough seed 
weights into numbers o f viable seeds per pound. It also reduces expense 
as compared with conventional germination and purity analyses. 
New seed of side-oats gram a has a high degree of dormancy which 
gradually disappears as the seed ages. To determine the effect of this 
dormancy by the direct test, germination tria ls were begun January l , 
1955, on seed harvested in late August of l 954, and continued at inter-
vals until December, l 955. The results showed a steady increase in 
shoots per gram of spikes with the increase in time after h arvest until 
around the first of l\Iay. At this point the dormancy appeared to be 
gone and the number of shoots per gram of spikes held r ather constant 
througho ut subsequent germination trials. This finding indicates that 
germination tests should be delayed until at least seven or eight months 
after harvest or un ti! shortly before the time of planting. 
Seed Yields on a Pure-live-seed Basis 
Since the interacting influences of soil moisture and soil fertility 
affected seed set and seed size as well as yield of spikes, the yields of 
spikes shown in Table 15 do not give a complete picture of the results 
of nitrogen fertilization under the conditions of this experiment. 
Accordingly, yields from the two strains for the three years were ad-
justed to a uniform quality of pure live seed using the direct method 
for quality analysis (Table 19). Plot yields were adjusted to uniform 
quality by multiplying the yields of spikes from each plot by a per-
centage factor. This factor was obtained by dividing the number of 
shoots per gram of spikes for each plot by 420, the average number 
of caryopses in one gram of material which contains approximately 
191,000 caryopses per pound. 
Adjustment reduced the original yield weights from the treatments 
of 60 and 90 pounds of nitrogen relatively more than it did those from 
the check, the 30 pounds of nitrogen, and the residual nitrogen. How-
e,·er, pooling the da ta from the two strains for the three-year period 
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Table 19.- Effects of differen t rates of nitrogen fertilization on the average yields 
of seed from Bulle and Trai lway side-oats grama, adj usted on the basis of pure 
live seed produced in pounds per acre
Pure li,=c seed 
N itrogcn Treat m ent 
yie ld per acr eh 
1952 1953 1954 Av. 
Check 212 90 71 124 
30 pounds of N per acre 252 107 134 164 
60 pounds of N per acre 255 86 133 158 
90 pounds of N per acre 272 85 131 163 
Residual from 75 pounds of N per acre: 256 99 105 153 
Average 249 93 l 15 152 
I...S.D. at the .05 leve l 35 16 23 14 
L.S.D. at the .01 leve l 49 31 19 
:, Yields of pure li ve seed per acre are based on direct tests per plot estimating the p e rcentage of 
germinating seed in 191 ,000 filled seed units per pound. Seed ing rates of 4½ lbs. pure li,·c seed 
per acre were esti mated to p lant 20 seeds per square foot. 
h Average yie lds from ten r eplica tions of Butte and eight replications of Trailway side-oars gra m a. 
c Yields in 1953 arc from plots fertilized in 1952 and yie lds in 1954 from plot s fertili zed in 1952 
a nd 1953. 
brings out two important points: ( l) on the whole, nitrogen fertiliza -
tion gave significant increases in yield of viable seed; (2) under the 
weather conditions prevailing during the period of this experiment, 
the low rates of nitrogen , 30 pounds per acre and the residual from 75 
pounds per acre, were as effective as either of the higher rates. In the 
drought of 1953, the low rates gave significant yield increases not 
given by the higher rates . 
Effect of Burning on Seed Yield 
The effect of burning was shown by comparing seed yields from 
two levels of fertility in plots burned in the spring with yields from 
the same fertility levels in plots which were not burned. These data 
were summarized over a three-year period (Table 20) . Burning was 
done just prior to the initiation of first growth each year. Although 
the results showed consistently larger yields from both levels of fer-
tility under the burning trea tment, the differences were not statistically 
significant. This finding, however, is of interest because it indicates 
Table 20.-Effects of spring burning on seed yields of side-oats grama grown with 
two levels of fertility. 
Trea tment 
Burned 
U nburned 
Di ffe renceb 
Yield per acre in pounds of pure li ve seed a 
Unfertilized 
125 
114 
II 
60 Lbs. N 
155 
148 
7 
140 
13 1 
9 
~ Averages from five repl icatio n s of Butte and four repli ca tion s of Tra ilway over the three-year 
period . 1952- 1954. 
h Diffe rences not found signifi ca nt b y the analysis of varian ce. 
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that proper burning, if not too late in the spring, does not cut seed 
yields. The practice, therefore, is useful in the management of side-oats 
grama for seed production in some years. It is a simple method of 
cleaning the field for the new seed crop. After the stubble has served 
as winter cover, burning it just before growth begins in the spring 
may also help control weeds and disease. 
Effect of Irrigation on Seed Yield 
Drought effects were beginning to show in the plots on July 8 
when the first water was supplied in the irrigation test. Water was 
hauled to the areas and applied by hand sprinkler to the small plots. 
By July 15, the reserve moisture was becoming depleted in the non-
irrigated plots to a depth of three to four feet. Temperatures were 
generally high and there was no effective precipitation until August 1. 
Butte began flowering about June 27 and matured its seed during 
this dry period. As shown in Table 21 , both the yield of spikes and 
the number of filled florets were increased by irrigation. Part of this 
increase was clue to a marked increase in uniformity of maturity. 
Flowering in side-oats grama usually occurs over a period of two to 
three weeks. By the time late blooming spikes are mature many of 
the early blooming spikes have dropped from the culms. Any practice, 
therefore, which brings about a more uniform maturity over the field 
materially improves both the yield and quality of seed. 
Table 21.-Comparison of seed yields of Butte side-oats grama produced at two levels 
of soil moisture. 
Trcat rnenr 
Non-irrigated 
Irrigated 
Yie ld of spikes 
per acrc:t 
Lbs. 
221 
332 
I Pct. 
100 
150 
:i Averages of two plots per treatment in 1953. 
Seed seth 
Shoots/ 
gram 
202 
224 
I P ct. 
100 
Ill 
Adjusted yield 
Lbs. 
106 
176 
per acrec 
I Pct. 
100 
166 
- -
h Shoots per gram were determined by germinating three samples of whole spikes from each plot. 
c Yields were adjusted on the basis of pure live seed produced per acre. estimated at 191 ,000 
viable seed units per pound. 
ADAPTATION AND UTILIZATION 
Side-oats grama is an important component of grass mixtures rec-
ommended for upland grassland plantings on fine-textured, non-irri-
gated soils. It is a palatable and nutritious grass which may be grown 
with blue grama and buffalograss on certain critical planting sites or 
planted in mixtures with bluestems, switchgrass, and sand lovegrass 
in the more favorable situations of soi l moisture and fertility. Such 
mixtures of warm-season grasses may be used for summer grazing in 
systems which provide spring and fall grazing of cool-season . grasses. 
Side-oats grama may be grown for seed in cultivated rows, and will 
respond to timely fertilization and irrigation. 
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Figure 6.- Seed harvesl of Bulle side-oats grama at Lincoln in 1958. 
Seed Sources 
\,\linter-hardy strains or varieties of side-oats grama must necessarily 
be used in the Central Plains R egion since varieties and native strains 
from southern sources will not survive severe winter conditions. Thus, 
variety or source of seed are important. Experiment stations and Crop 
Improvement Associations should be consulted for latest information 
on seed sources of certified adapted varieties. 
Butte is recommended on sites critical for soil moisture and fer-
tility. Its relatively large caryopses and good seedling vigor aid in 
establishment where adaptecl. It has given best r esults in plantings in 
the northern and western areas of the Central Plains. In Nebraska, 
it is recommended for plantings on fine-textured soils in areas sur-
rounding the Nebraska sandhills. 
Trailway combines winter hardiness with some of the desirable 
vegetative characteristics of the southern types. It may be grown to 
advantage in upland-pasture mixtures on sites where favorable mois-
ture condi.ti.ons prevail in eastern and southeastern areas of the Central 
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Plains. In Nebraska it is recommended for pasture plantings in east-
ern and southern cropping districts. 
El Reno is grown in the southern part of the Central Plains, 
a lthough susceptible to winter injury, as shown in the Nebraska and 
Wyomingtests . It is recommended for utilizat ion as far north as 
Kansas. 
Planting for Forage Production and Conservation 
The general recommendations for upland grass plantings apply to 
side-oats grama. The objective is to get the right amount of pure live 
seed uniformly distributed and covered with soil on a very firm seed-
bed. Side-oats grama can be planted with any drill that will handle 
the small , light seed. However, when using a drill, care must be taken 
to keep the seed flowing. For drilling through trash or in stubble, disk 
furrow openers equipped with depth bands are preferred. The seed 
sho uld not be planted deeper than ½ in ch in heavy soils or ¾ inch in 
light soils. 
Weed control during establishment is the biggest problem with 
,1·arm-season grasses such as side-oats grama. This fact should influence 
every operation involved in establishing stands, whether for upland 
pastures or for seed production. Controlling weeds either before or 
afte r planting conserves soil moisture and nutrients and allows sun-
light to reach the young grass seedlings. 
Land should be cropped and well managed in the year prior to 
seeding so surface tillage will prepare a seedbed. Spring plowing brings 
dormant weeds n ear the surface where they continue to germinate 
throughout the summer. In addition to being weed-free, the seedbed 
sho uld be firm with enough mellow topsoil to cover the seed. It should 
a lso have sufficient residue from a former crop on the surface to 
protect the seedlings and minimize wind and water erosion and evap-
oration of moisture. 
T he best seedbed is a stubblefield ol closely spaced drill-rows of a 
fo rage sorghum or similar crop. If the stubbl e is free of weeds, grass 
seed can be drilled direc tl y into it without further preparation. Plant-
ing may be clone as soon as the danger of frost is past-to give the 
seedlings a chance to compete with weeds which may come later. When
ea rl y spring weeds must be killed in such a field, it should be worked 
with a subtiller in order to leave the stubble on the surface. Litter that 
is too heavy to harrow should be worked with a treader. 
Stands may be obtained by broadcasting. An ordinary fertilizer 
spreader is ideal for broadcast seeding. It can be calibrated to drop 
the seed uniformly at the desired planting rate. If the seedbed has 
been cliskecl and harrowed or treacled , the seed can be broadcast and 
rolled. T his is sufficient to cover it ¼ to ½ inch deep. 
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Planting for Seed Production 
Seed can best be produced on good crop land. Planting procedure 
differs from that above in that the grass is usually planted in rows 
spaced 36 to 42 inches apart, so it can be cultivated and irrigated. If 
seedbeds are prepared by plowing and harrowing as for other crops, 
they should be irrigated and harrowed to sprout and kill weed seeds 
that have been brought to the surface. If the grass is to be planted 
in rows for seed production, last year's corn or sorghum rows may be 
followed if cultivation has left the surface nearly level. Putting in 
temporary rills at the time of planting for gravity-flow irrigation is 
desirable but care should be taken not to build up ridges where the 
rows are to be. 
DISCUSSION 
Responses of side-oats grama in photoperiod studies and field trials 
demonstrated that they differ markedly according to geographic origin 
not only in their requirements for activation of the reproductive phase 
but also in vegetative development. Northern strains required long 
photoperiods for both vegetative growth and for floral initiation. 
Strains from southern sources required shorter periods of light for 
floral initiation than those from northern sources and were r etarded 
in floral initiation by long photoperiods. Thus, varieties differed in 
their reactions throughout a wide range of photoperiods. Temperature 
also was a factor in regulating rapidity of growth. Differences in strain 
responses determined the relative vigor of early spring growth and the 
amount of late summer production. It should be emphasized, there-
fore, that source of seed or variety of side-oats grama must be known 
before the photoperiocl response and adaptation can b e assumed. 
Butte and North Dakota 97 from the Northern Great Plains re-
quired relatively long photoperiods for vegetative and reproductive 
development. In the latitude of Nebraska the photoperiod-temperature 
relation during May and June is such that these northern strains made 
rapid vegetative growth and matured seed ahead of southern strains. 
Trailway and El Reno of the central group made rapid vegetative 
growth in the long days of early summer and continued to grow well 
in the shorter clays of late summer until frost. Reproductive develop-
ment of these strains, however, was retarded by long days and in-
florescences were produced late in the season. Much of their forage is 
produced in late summer, making these stra ins particularly valuable 
for summer grazing. 
Oklahoma T ucson and New Mexico Vaughn, which originated 
in the southwest, exhibited the lowest requirements for length of 
photoperiod in th ese studies. In mid latitudes these strains matured 
seed earlier in the season than Trailway and El Reno of the central 
group but continu ed their vegetative growth late in the season like 
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the central group. El R eno and the southern strains lacked cold hardi-
ness. 
These results were in accordance with those of Olmsted (17, 18), 
who found that strains from southern Arizona and southern Texas 
contained the more typical short-day plants, whereas strains from 
Oklahoma (El Reno) and New Mexico were intermediate between the 
typical short-day plants of the most southern latitude and the long-day 
plants from Montana and North Dakota. 
Thus, a knowledge of the effects of photoperiod on the vegetative 
and r eproductive development of strains from different latitudes 
proved essential in interpreting variations in growth h abit and adapta-
tion and selecting and developing varieties for the mid latitudes. Also, 
answers to problems of cold h ardiness, seed yields, seed processing, 
seed quality evaluation, seeding rates, and stand etablishment were 
important in developing varieties of side-oats grama for utilization 
in the Central Plains. 
APPENDIX 
Table A.-Analyses of variance of forage and seed yields of five varieties of side-oats 
grama in the two-year period 1949 and 1950
Forage Cut Forage Cut Seed 
Source D egrees for H ay at Maturity Yield 
of of 
Varia t ion Freedom Mean Square i\lJ ean Square Mean Square 
R eplica tions 3 0.5418 0.5875"" l ,704 
Varie ti es (V) 4 13.3534"" 11.8765"" 48,437"" 
Error a 12 0 .4047 0.0798 870 
Years (Y) 1 107.5184** 31.0641 "* 40,704*" 
VxY 4 3.4543"* 3.8732*" 18,179** 
Error b 15 0.1835 0.0905 1,364 
** Ind icates an F , ·a lu e which exceeds the l p e r cent level of significan ce. 
n Yields of the Oklahoma Tucson strain were omiucd from the analyses because of severe winter 
kil l ing during the first w inter. 
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